Lately I have been trying to think of ways to use items around my
home vs. buying new stuff. First it was toilet paper then paper
towels, Kleenex, lint, …the list is long 
Sometimes when painting I will use a paint pallet. Like my
paintbrushes they hardly get washed.
One day I HAD to use the pallet for a specific project . Off I go to the
sink to scrape the dried paint out of their resting place. No need for
scraping! The little gems pooped right out.
I thought I hit the mother load! Brilliant colors! Wonderful shapes!
Most were perfectly smooth taking on the dome shape of the paint
pallet.
You know where this is going right?

Look what I found……………..

Keep in mind: When I use a flex mold I work in reverse. The bottom

of the mold will ultimately be the top when the item is removed.
I cut a piece of the dried paint to fit just below the rim of the flex
mold. I chose the round pattern.

Place the dried paint into the mold. Remember to place the pattern
you like facing down.
Note there is a gap between the paint and the bottom of the mold.
Remove the paint. Fill the gap you previously noticed with some
DG3. You may add a sprinkle of ultra fine glitter on top.
Allow to dry.
Place the paint on the dried DG3. Pour the DG3 over the paint. The
paint chip will float to the top of the mold. If it does not don’t worry
simply fill with the DG3 until everything is flush with top of the flex

mold. Let dry.
Gently flex the mold and release the item.
That’s it!
Embellish, embed ….do whatever makes you happy!
For smaller items you do not need to work in layers. Simply pour
and wait  You can create free form items as well. I use a sheet of
non stick paper as your palette. Place the item on the paper, pour
the DG3 over it and swirl into desired shape. Allow to dry.
You may add anything to your mixture. Steampunk, shards of
glitter, foil paper, buttons, twigs, ribbon, pearl ex powders, perhaps
create a cameo or a dragons eye………….. Anything is possible.
Have fun!
Jean

